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1 Tucson. Arizona

2
December 9 2003

3

4

5 THE COURT: You can go ahead and have a seat folks. Thank you. Court is in

6 session. This is in the matter of Tarrence Harry Bressi. It's Case Number TR200301453.

7 Today is the day that was set for en evidentiary hearing on the motions which had been filed

8 with the court by Mr. Victor who is present in court representing Mr. Bressi. There had

9 been two motions. A motion to suppress and a motion for a jury trial. The state has read the

10
motions; has also read the opposition to the motions and the defendant's response to the

11~ 
state's opposition. Present representing the state of Arizona is Philip Perkins of the Pima.) 

12"-'
13 County Attorney's office. Prior to our coming in here Mr. Bressi, your attorney and Mr.

14 Perkins and I had a meeting in my chambers to discuss some circumstances surrounding the

15 event which is to take place today, and I need to ask Mr. Perkins, for the purpose of our

16 record, is the state prepared to proceed? Do you have all the evidence that you need to be

17 able to put this case before the court?

18
MR. PERKINS: No, Your Honor, ...(UNINTELLIGffiLE)... that I had issued to

19
Lieutenant Ford, who is the commander of the field operation on the check points, there was

20 / .

21 a question that asked him bring the check point operational procedure written document with

22 him. He came to court today and apprised me that his request for that had been turned down

23 and he was told that it was an internal document and was not going to be permitted to used

24 in court. On the basis of that, if the court requires that that be based on case law available to
r---""- 

25 we cannot roduce that toda .The anI other alternative would have been to ask
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2 the court to continue the matter. ...(UNINTELLIGffiLE)... cannot dismiss it because the

3 original citation was December 20th of2002, which is only twelve days from now. And

4 after that we cannot re-file it. Misdemeanors cannot be filed more than one year after the

5 date of occurrence. So, if we cannot continue the matter'so that I have an opportunity to try

6
to obtain those documents, then we cannot go forward.

7
THE COURT: Mr. Perkins, is it your understanding that that is regarded as an

8

9 internal document and that it would not be. ..did you say it was an internal document that

10 would not be made available to you?

11 MR. PERKINS: That's what Lieutenant Ford advised me why he was not able to~'--' 

12 bring that here.

13 THE COURT: Alright. Thank you.

14
MR. PERKINS: That up until I guess today, when he tried to come over here with it,

15
that he was advised that he had been turned down. Apparently the only way that it can be

16
17 obtained would be if the attorney general for the tribe were to approve it, and then only for

18 the dissemination to the requested party and not to the public. My understanding based on

19 case law, this would be ...(UNINTELLIGffiLE)... would be required in a court of law, and

20 that as ...(UNINTELLIGffiLE)... brought out, I believe by defense counsel, if they are'

21
going to conduct check points on a state route and charge state law, then they have to go by

22
the rules of criminal procedure which requires disclosure of documents that are needed in a

23

24 court case.~'-) 

25
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2 THE COURT: Thank you Mr. Perkins. Mr. Victor, do you have anything you care

3 to say to the court?

4 :MR. VICTOR: Yes judge. Just for the record, we've had several continuances in

5 this matter. I'm sure there was some at my request. Some probably at the prosecutor's

6
request. I recall at least one. It was one of the officers. Besides that, I've got myself here

7
with my client and a witness who is necessary to this matter. Also, another person who is

8

9 here. The four of us have traveled almost three hours from different places to come here. I

10 think it would be totally inappropriate to continue this matter yet again simply to allow the

11 state to get discovery, while although crucial to this case, and I think fatal, without that

J 12 information, something that the state and indeed Lieutenant Ford knew about a long time

13 ago, and has not produced. We have no reason to think that it's going to be produced

14
anytime soon. So based on that, I'd ask that this court. ..and in fact I do indeed move this

15
court to dismiss this matter with prejudice. In addition to that judge, I'm going to ask that

16
17 this court impose sanction under Rule 15.7 on the and I'll say the TOPD, which is the

18 relevant police department here and said it only because I'm sure I'm going to pronounce it

19 wrong. Because judge, this is rather insidious what happened in this case. My client was

20 / subjected to a road block that was set up on the Indian reservation. My client was'charged

21 . Ok h. h .
with a crime as a result of that. My client then went out and hIred a lawyer. ay, W IC IS

22
within his right. He spent money on me to prepare this case. I had filed a motion to

23
24 suppress requested discovery. I was told there was going to be discovery forthcoming. I~ 

25 spent a lot of time doing interviews, which are both tape recorded, preparing cross
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2 examination, pulling cases. I've got many cases here that I've highlighted, and I'm

3 prepared to argue about four pages of things to the court and closing. I spent countless

4 hours on this case, which translates to my client, who is paying me an hourly rate to be here,

5 not a fixed flat fee. An hourly rate to be here, which translates a lot of money to my client,

6
and the only reason that we can't proceed today judge, is because the same police

7
department, the TOPD that went ahead and set up this check point, is now refusing to

8

9 disclose the documents. They are the sole reason why my client had to go through this

10 exercise, and now he is put to a large financial disadvantage, one that puts a tremendous

11 strain on him and his wife. A very young recently married couple. I note that Rule
~
J 12 15.7.. .though it doesn't specifically say that this court can order attorney's fees, it does note

13
in 15.706, any other appropriate sanction. Judge, if this isn't a time where the appropriate

14
sanction is for the TOPD to pay some money to reimburse my client for time which is

15
16 wasted as a result one hundred percent of TOP D's setting up a road block and then for

17 whatever reason, refusing to disclose a short document that they generated to allow this case

18 to go forth, is absolutely outrageous. And judge, what on earth is there to stop them from

19 doing the exact same thing again? How many people were arrested that night, at what I

20./ think was a blatantly unconstitutional road block that... number one, couldn't even afford to

21
hire an attorney to challenge this. And number two, even if they could, it's going to be

22
wasted time and effort. It's outrageous judge. I ask you not only to dismiss the case with

23
24 prejudice, but to allow me some time to submit proof of the time that I spent on this case,

~
25 specifically on this one motion to suppress because the jury trial is a different issue, and I

'---
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2 have all my time categorized out, and I by the way, so the court is advised, I reduced my

3 regular hourly rates substantially to do this case because I felt that there was a very serious

4 constitutional issue here. I think TOPD ought to have to pay for my time. Thank you judge.

5 THE COURT: Mr. Perkins, do you have any response to any of that?

6
MR. PERKINS: I don't believe the court has the authority to order a sanction. The

7

only sanction is dismissal of the case.
8

9 THE COURT: Thank you Mr. Perkins. I am going to go ahead and accept a portion

10 of your request Mr. Victor, which is the motion to dismiss. I don't believe that the state is

11 prepared. Today was clearly the day that was set forth as the date for the evidentiary

~'-'" 
12 hearing. You submitted a subpoena to the Tohono Police requesting that they bring with

13 them the documents that are necessary to proceed with the matter. I will take the request of

14
your 15.7 sanction under advisement. I'm not familiar enough with that, and I need to see

15
whether indeed I do have the jurisdiction to resolve that, and I'll consider that. In the

16
17 meantime, if you want to submit a document to me for my consideration, I'll be happy to do

18 that, but I'm not going to guaranty you that I will go ahead and grant that part of your

19 motion, but I'll consider it. I'll take that under advisement.

20 MR. VICTOR: Thank you judge. I appreciate that, and I. 21 THE COURT: The order of the court however, is that the case will be dismissed

22

because the state has is not prepared to proceed at this point.

23

24 MR. VICTOR: Judge, I just want to make sure that that's with ~ 25 THE COURT: That's with prejudice.

,---/
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2 :MR. VICTOR: Thank you judge.

3 THE COURT: Court's adjourned. (OFF THE RECORD)

4 (BACK ON THE RECORD)

5 THE BAILIFF: All rise.

6
THE COURT: Have a seat. At the conclusion I said that I would take the matter of

7
the Rule to provide sanctions under advisement, and I will. And I also indicated to you Mr.

8

9 Victor that why didn't you submit to me an itemized list. I'm going to ask you not to do that

10 at this point. Let me just go ahead and consider whether indeed I have the authority to

11 provide the sanctions as you've requested, and then if indeed I should rule in that favor, then

J 12 I would request from you some itemized list, but until that comes out, I'd prefer you not to

13
do that. Alright.

14
:MR. VICTOR: Okay. Thank you.

15
(PROCEEDINGS CONCLUDED)16
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CERTIFICATE
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9 I (we) certify that the foregoing is a correct transcript from the electronic sound recording of

10 the proceedings in the above-entitled matter.
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( .-~~~.- "?~~~~~~~ ~- ~ 12 Date: December 29, 2003 .,. ~ o-J 
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